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Fibroplast and aluminium:
Tecnowall’s winning combination
TecnoWall launches an innovative coupling system for roof/wall and rear/wall body sandwich panels, integrating load bearing structures with decorative finishing elements for
secure, cost effective results.
Words Giorgio Carpi

Yuri Pierini
Sales Manager

ith all the vitality and exuberance
typifying a certain type of Italian
mid/small business, TecnoWall proposes yet another innovative integrated
system for sandwich panels. Already known
for its semi-finished polyurethane panels for
the recreational vehicle industry, the
Poggibonsi based manufacturer is now launching a truly unique application for its
FibroPlast slat elements. Designed with a
fibreglass boosted polyurethane base,
FibroPlast is used by a variety of RV builders
for perimeter stiffening frames inside sandwich panels, as an alternative for ordinary
wooden laths. However, beyond this application, which can be defined as traditional,
TecnoWall is proposing a more evolved usage
for FibroPlast: FibroPlast profiles are adopted
in the perimeters of the panels with normal
rectangular sections, using special milling
cutters during the processing stages to confer specific shapes to the panels, which then
allow for a completely structural and economic coupling of the panels.
This innovative coupling system also makes
use of an extruded aluminium profile that is
perfectly interlocked, with a milled tooth
that is engaged onto the specially milled
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FibroPlast. But that’s not all, since the slat is
rounded on one side and profiled on the
other, in order to match up perfectly with the

other slat it is joined with through fasteners,
making up the structural wall.
Designed for applications on mid to low

Structural floor profiles

mong the most innovative semi-finished products proposed by TecnoWall are its
structural profiles, a design that incorporates an aluminium profile within a
TecnoPlast polyurethane slat, rendering the element extremely resistant yet remaining
lightweight. The metallic element does not occupy the entire thickness of the slat, in
order to provide the necessary temperature barrier. The optimal application for structural profiles is on motorhome floors. The most evolved version of the structural profile
features a concave section in the lower
part of the aluminium profile: special
metal slats with a threaded hole are inserted inside this channel, into which the
screw fasteners are applied. Bolted to the
chassis from below, the panels thus have
an incorporated fastening system that
does not require any subsequent processes. This feature allows for savings in both
production and assembly time, as well as
providing extreme freedom in designing
internal decors.
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range recreational vehicles, this system is
advantageous in more ways than one. Firstly,
it has a simple and pleasantly elegant look,
which is no mean feat. Secondly, it’s easy and
quick to assemble, reducing processing costs
and risks of human error. Note that compared to a traditional system with a protective
rubber seal and aluminium joined profile, the
new TecnoWall system prevents stagnating
water on the roof because it has no water
containment sidewalls: its curved aluminium
profile matches up perfectly at the same level
with the fibreglass roof covering sheet. To
prevent water infiltrations, a thin layer of
sealant is applied between the two interlocking FibroPlast slats, but this is only a marginal issue since even if water were to come
into play it would have no consequences on
FibroPlast, being waterproof and not subject
to deterioration. Thus, thanks to the use of
profiled FibroPlast slats, TecnoWall provides
an aluminium profile ‘edged’ system that
does not require a black rubber seal, which
generally protrudes from the cover profile for
a rather unpleasant look.
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FibroPlast
n the market for three years now,
FibroPlast is a semi-finished polyurethane based product derived from
TecnoPlast. Compared to the latter, its
fibreglass construction (roughly one third
of the total) allows, for the same mechanical resistance, a weight reduction of
around 30%. FibroPlast is especially suited for designing perimeter profiles on body panels, is highly resistant to torsion, providing excellent thermal insulation and adheres easily. Its heat resistant properties allow
it to withstand exposure to the sun without deforming, (max. operating temperature 40/+100°C). Fibroplast is supplied in 78x60 millimeter slats, 450 centimeters long. It is
produced in three variants: 300, 350 and 400 kg/mc in density. The intermediate
FibroPlast 350 version has a thermal conductivity of 0.043 W/m°K, with a greater bending strength of 21 N/ m², a higher tensile strength of 15 N/mm², and long term water
absorption (EN 12087) of less than 2.7%.
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Essentially a young manufacturer, TecnoWall
confirms its innovative spirit in designing
sandwich panels for motorhome bodies, a

ecnoWall was founded in 2001 in Tavarnelle Val di Pesa,
working straightaway with companies such as Arca and
Mirage, supplying sandwich panels designed for motorhome
bodies. In 2006, the company’s production site was transferred to Poggibonsi, with a subsequent increase in production
space in 2009. Today, the business provides employment for
about twenty people, availing itself of a covered production
site measuring 5800 square meters. TecnoWall continues to
operate in the motorhome body segment, supplying manufacturers with sandwich panels for walls, roofs and floors. It
makes use of a variety of core materials, from traditional
expanded polystyrene (EPS) to more modern extruded poly-

sector long associated with traditional
systems. Based in Tuscany, TecnoWall manufactures various types of panels, created by
mixing a variety of sheets (aluminium, fibreglass, plywood, etc.) with an internal insulated core (EPS expanded sintered polystyrene,
polyurethane foam, XPS extruded polystyrene foam, and others). In addition to using a
traditional liquid polyurethane adhesive for
press bonding, a hot melt adhesive and
highly resistant two-component method are
also employed. For some time now,
TecnoWall has been experimenting successfully with polyurethane structural profiles,
as alternatives or additions to traditional
wooden laths. In addition to FibroPlast,
TecnoWall’s product catalogue includes
TecnoPlast slats, a polyurethane compound
made of pure material only, without the use
of recycled materials, providing excellent
mechanical resistance and very low water
absorption.

styrene foam (XPS), as well as closed cell PVC, polyurethane
and honeycomb polypropylene. Traditional internal wooden
battens are combined with polyurethane frames, using metal
reinforcements. With a strong presence throughout the
European recreational vehicle market, TecnoWall also boasts
business relations with manufacturers in China, Australia and
South Africa. The motorhome sector predominates, but the
company also works in the naval and heavy transport vehicle
sector, in addition to producing panels for the construction of
prefabricated housing. TecnoWall possesses UNI EN ISO
9001:2000 certification.
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